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Abstract

A dominating set is one of the fundamental graph structures. How-
ever, enumeration of dominating sets has not been paid much attention.
In this paper, we enumerate all dominating sets. As a main result, we
propose two efficient enumeration algorithms for sparse graphs. The one
algorithm enumerates all dominating sets in O (k) time per solution using
O (n+m) space, where k is degeneracy of an input graph. It is known
that planar graphs have the constant degeneracy. Hence, this algorithm
enumerates all dominating set in constant time per solution for a planar
graph. The other algorithm enumerates all dominating sets in constant
time per solution if an input graph with girth at least 7.

1 Introduction

An enumeration problem is a problem to output all solutions satisfying a given
constraint without duplication. We evaluate the efficiency of an enumeration
algorithm by not only the size of input but also the number of outputs [11]. Be-
cause the number of solutions in an input is often exponentially smaller than the
maximum number of solutions estimated only the size of an input(See Fig. 1).
Hence, if the estimation of the number of solutions is not tight, the evaluation
of the time complexity according to the size of an input overestimates the actual
behavior. The number of solutions, in other words graph structure, is impor-
tant for alaysis of enumeration algorithms. Let n and N be the size of the input
and the number of outputs, respectively. We call an enumeration algorithm
amortized polynomial time algorithm if the time complexity of the algorithm
is O (poly(n)N). In addition, we call an enumeration algorithm a polynomial
delay algorithm if the followings are bounded by O (poly(n)): the time until
the algorithm outputs the first solution, the interval between outputting two
consecutive solutions, and the time until the algorithm stops after outputting
the last solution. Moreover, we call an enumeration algorithm an incremental
polynomial time algorithm if delay is bounded by poly(n,N ′), where N ′ is the
number of solutions that are already generated by an algorithm. In this paper,
We propose two algorithms. the one is an amortized polynomial time algorithm
that enumerates all dominating sets in a given graph G in O (k) time per so-
lution, where k is the degeneracy of G. The other is a amortized O (1) time
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Figure 1: There are graphs with 11 vertices and 10 edges. G1 has 210 +1+1 =
1026 dominating sets. On the other hands, G2 has 25− 1 = 31 dominating sets.
The number of solutions is exponentially different by graph structure even if the
size of inputs are same.

algorithm that enumerates all solutions in a given graph G with girth at least
7.

Until now, researchers developed enumeration algorithms for minimal dom-
inating sets with polynomial delay for some graph classes [6, 5]. In addition,
incremental polynomial time algorithms are known [7, 4]. For the minimal edge
dominating set enumeration problem, Kante et al. proposes a polynomial delay
algorithm [7]. There results are obtained since these graph classes have a good
property in graph structure. In this study, we focus on a sparsity of a graph as
a good property of graph structure, in particular, the degeneracy and the girth
of a graph G. These parameters are one of measures of sparseness of a graph.
It is actually easy to obtain an algorithm for a dominating set enumeration
problem whose running time is O (n) time per solution by using binary par-
tition method. We address to develop a strictly faster enumeration algorithm
than the trivial algorithm. It is known that graphs in some graph class have
the constant degeneracy such as, forest, grid graphs, outerplaner graphs, planer
graphs, bounded tree width graphs, H-minor free graphs for some fixed H, and
so on. If a graph has the small degeneracy, a graph has a good vertex ordering,
called a degeneracy ordering [9] shown in Sect. 3.2. By using this ordering, some
efficient enumeration algorithms have been developed [13, 2, 3]. On the other
hands, the local structure for each vertex becomes tree if the girth of a graph
G is sufficient large. By using this local tree structure, some W[1]-hard prob-
lems fall in FPT e.g. maximum induced matching and minimum dominating
set [10, 12]. Moreover, an input graph has large girth, minimal dominating set
can be enumerate in incremental polynomial time [7]. The organization of this
paper is as follows: in Sect. 2 we define some basic notation. In Sect. 3 we give
two algorithms to enumerate all dominating sets for sparse graphs. In Sect. 4,
we conclude this paper and give future work.

2 Preliminary

Let G = (V (G), E(G)) be a simple undirected graph, that is, G has no self loops
and multiple edges, with vertex set V (G) and edge set E(G) ⊆ V (G) × V (G).
If G is clear from the context, we suppose that V = V (G) and E = E(G).
Let u and v be vertices in G. An edge e with u and v is denoted by e =
{u, v}. Two vertices u, v ∈ V are adjacent if {u, v} ∈ E. We denote by NG(u)
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Figure 2: Black vertices indicate dominating set D in G.

the set of vertices that are adjacent to u on G and by NG[u] = NG(u) ∪ {u}
the set of closed neighbors of u. We say v is a neighbor of u if v ∈ NG(u).
The set of neighbors of U is defined as N(U) =

!
u∈U NG(u) \ U . Similarly,

let N [U ] be
!

u∈U NG(u) ∪ U . Let dG(u) = |NG(u)| be the degree of u in
G. ∆(G) = maxx∈V d(x) denotes the maximum degree of G. For any vertex
subset V ′ ⊆ V , we call G[V ′] = (V ′, E[V ′]) an induced subgraph of G, where
E[V ′] = {{u, v} ∈ E(G) | u, v ∈ V ′}. Since G[V ′] is uniquely determined by V ′,
we identify G[V ′] with V ′. We denote by G \ {e} = (V,E \ {e}) and G \ {v} =
G[V \ {v}]. For simplicity, we will use v ∈ G and e ∈ G to refer to v ∈ V (G)
and e ∈ E(G), respectively. An alternating sequence π = (v1, e1, . . . , ek, vk) of
vertices and edges is a path if each edge and vertex in π appears at most once.
We also call π an v1-vn path. An alternating sequence C = (v1, e1, . . . , ek, vk) of
vertices and edges is a cycle if (v1, e1, . . . , vk−1) is a v1-vk−1 path and vk = v1.
The length of a path and a cycle is defined by the number of its edges. The
shortest path between v1 and vn is the path π with minimum length in v1-vn
path. The girth of a graph G is the length of a shortest cycle in G. A set D of
vertices is a dominating set if D satisfies N [D] = V . v in D is the private vertex
of u if u ∈ N [v] and u /∈ N [D \ {v}] hold. We show an example of a dominating
set in Figure 2.

Problem 1. Enumerate all dominating sets in a given graph G without dupli-
cation.

3 Enumeration of Dominating Sets in Sparse
Graphs

In this section, we propose two algorithms EDS-D and EDS-G. These algorithms
enumerate all dominating sets in sparse graphs. In this paper, we consider
two parameter for sparsity of graphs, degeneracy and girth. EDS-D uses the
degeneracy of a graph and EDS-G uses the girth of a graph. EDS-D and EDS-G
are based on reverse search method [1]. Moreover, the correctness of EDS-D and
EDS-G dependent on EDS. Hence, we explain EDS.

3.1 Basic Algorithm

To enumerate all solution by reverse search, we first define the parent-child rela-
tion between solutions. Let G = (V,E) be an input graph with V = {v1, . . . , vn}

3



Algorithm 1: EDS enumerates all dominating sets in amortized polyno-
mial time.
1 Procedure EDS (G = (V,E)) // G: an input graph
2 AllChildren(V, V,G);

3 Procedure AllChildren(X,C (X) , G = (V,E)) // X: the current
solution

4 Output X;
5 for v ∈ C (X) do // Y = X \ {v}
6 Compute

C (Y ) = {u ∈ C (X) | N [Y \ {u}] = V ∧ P (Y \ {u}) = Y };
7 AllChildren(Y,C (Y ) , G);

8 return;

and X and Y be dominating sets on G. We denote by S (G) the set of solutions,
that is, the set of dominating sets ofG, and by F (G) a digraph on the set of
solutions S (G). Here, the vertex set of F (G) is S (G) and the edge set E (G)
of F (G) is defined according to the parent-child relationship. For any pair of
solutions X and Y , there is a directed edge from X to Y on F (G) if X is the
parent of Y . We call F (G) the family tree for G. By traversing on the family
tree, we can obtain the all solutions.

We first define the parent-child relationship. We arbitrarily number the
vertices in G from 1 to n and call the number of a vertex the index of the
vertex. pv (X), called the parent vertex, is the vertex in V \X with the minimum
index. For any dominating set X such that X ̸= V , Y is the parent of X if
Y = X ∪ {pv (X)}. We denote by P (X) the parent of X. Note that since
any superset of a dominating set also dominates G, P (X) is also a dominating
set of G. We call X is a child of Y if P (X) = Y . By using this parent-child
relationship, we construct the family tree F (G) mentioned above. Next, we
show that F (G) forms a tree rooted at V . We call V the root of F (G).

Lemma 1. For any dominating set X, by recursively applying the parent func-
tion P (·) to X at most n times, we obtain V .

Proof. For any dominating set X, since pv (v) always exists, there always exists
the parent vertex for X. In addition, |P (X) \X| = 1. Hence, the statement
holds.

Lemma 2. F (G) forms a tree.

Proof. LetX be any solution in S (G)\{V }. SinceX has exactly one parent and
V has no parent, F (G) has |V (F (G))| − 1 edges. In addition, since there is a
path between X and V by Lemma 1, F (G) is connected. Hence, the statement
holds.

Our proposed algorithm EDS shown in Algorithm 1. We call C (X) =
{v ∈ V | N [X \ {v}] = V ∧ P (X \ {v}) = X} in Algorithm 1 a candidate set of
X. To prove Algorithm 1 outputs all solutions, we show a recursive procedure
AllChildren generates all children on F (G). We denote ch(X) is the set of
children of X.

4



Lemma 3. Let X and Y be distinct dominating sets in a graph G. Y ∈ ch(X)
if and only if there is a vertex v ∈ C (X) such that X = Y ∩ {v}.

Proof. From the definition of C (X), Y is a child of X. We assume that there
is a dominating set Z such that Z = X \ {pv (Z)} where pv (Z) /∈ C (X). From
pv (Z) /∈ C (X), N [P (Z)] ̸= V or P (X) ̸= X hold. From the assumption Z is a
child of X, P (Z) = X hold. Hence, P (Z) ̸= X and N [P (Z)] ̸= V do not hold
since P (Z) = X. It is contradict pv (Z) /∈ C (X). The statement holds.

From Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, EDS traverses a family tree F (G) as a dfs-
manner.

Theorem 4. EDS outputs all dominating sets in G by using O (n+m) space.

To reduce the time complexity, the algorithm computes a candidate set ef-
ficiently. EDS-D and EDS-G maintain a candidate set efficiently by using the
degeneracy and the local tree structure of a graph, respectively. In Sect. 3.2 and
the Sect. 3.3, we use the following lemmas for the correctness of the candidate
set maintenance.

Lemma 5. Let X be a solution, v be a vertex in C (X). For any vertex u ∈
V \X, v < u holds.

Proof. We prove by contradiction. We assume that there is a vertex w such
that w ∈ V \ X and w < v. From the definition of parent-child relation,
v ̸= pv (X \ {v}). It is contradict v ∈ C (X). The statement holds.

Lemma 6. Let X be a solution, v be a vertex in C (X), and Y be a child
solution of X, where Y = X \ {v}. Then, C (Y ) ⊂ C (X).

Proof. We consider two conditions: (I)N [Y ] = V and (II)P (Y ) = X. Since
Y is a child of X, if u ∈ C (Y ) holds, then u satisfy (I) in X. Moreover,
pv (Y ) < pv (X) holds. Hence, u satisfy u < pv (Y ) < pv (X). In other words,
u satisfy (II). Therefore, u ∈ C (X).

From the Lemma 6, when we computes C (Y ), we only consider remov-
ing vertices from C (X). Let Del (X, v) be the set of vertices C (X) \ C (Y ).
Del (X, v) satisfies the following lemma.

Lemma 7. We define two sets of vertices Del1 (X, v) = {u ∈ C (X) | N [u] ∩X = {u, v}}
and Del2 (X, v) = {u ∈ C (X) | ∃w ∈ V (N [w] ∩X = {u, v})}. Del (X, v) =
Del1 (X, v) ∪Del2 (X, v) holds.

Proof. Del (X, v) ⊇ Del1 (X, v) ∪ Del2 (X, v) is trivial since X \ {u, v} is not
dominating set. We prove Del (X, v) ⊆ Del1 (X, v) ∪ Del2 (X, v). Let u be
a vertex in Del (X, v). From the definition of Del (X, v), N [X \ {u, v}] ̸= V .
Hence, there is a vertex w such that N [w] ∩ (X \ {v}) = {u}. If w = u, then u
is included by Del1 (X, v). Otherwise, N [w]∩X = {u, v} holds. The statement
holds.

5
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Figure 3: An example of a degeneracy ordering. In this ordering, each vertex v
adjacent to vertices at most 3 with larger index than v Hence, G is a 3-degenerate
graph and the degeneracy of G is 3.

3.2 Enumeration for Bounded Degenerate Graphs

We consider a candidate set maintenance and time complexity of EDS-D. To
compute a candidate set efficiently, we maintain the adjacency list such that
each vertex v has a list N(v) ∩ (X \ C (X)) if v ∈ V \ C (X). Otherwise, we
maintain N(v) ∩ (X \ C (X)) ∩ V <v. We denote the set of this adjacency list
D(X) and each adjacency list for u Du. We call this adjacency list the dominated
list of u. To maintain a candidate set and the dominated lists, we particularly
focus on the degeneracy of an input graph. G is a k-degenerate graph [8] if for
any induced subgraph H of G, the minimum degree in H is less than or equal
to k.

The degeneracy of G is the such minimum value k. If G is a k-degenerate
graph, then there always exists an ordering among vertices in G, called a de-
generacy ordering of G, satisfies the following condition: for any vertex v in G,
the number of vertices that are larger than v and adjacent to v is at most k.
We show an example of a degeneracy ordering of a graph in Fig. 3. Matula and
Beck show that the degeneracy of G and a degeneracy ordering of G can be
obtained in O (n+m) time [9]. Note that there are some degeneracy orderings
for a graph. In what follows, we fix a degeneracy ordering of G and number the
indices of vertices from 1 to n according to the degeneracy ordering. If no con-
fusion occurs, we identify a vertex with its index, that is, for any pair of vertices
u and v, we write u < v if u is smaller than v in the degeneracy ordering. V <v

denotes the set of vertices that are in V and smaller than v in the ordering.
We consider two parts. In the first part, we find the set of vertices C (X) \

C (Y ). In the latter part, we maintain the dominated lists.

Lemma 8. EDS-D computes N(v)∩C (X) and N(v)∩V v<∩X in O (k |C (X)|)
time for each v ∈ C (X) in each recursive procedure.

Proof. From the definition of k-degenerate graphs, the number of edges such
that e∩C (X) ̸= ∅ is at most k |C (X)|. Hence, EDS-D can computeN(v)∩C (X)

6



Algorithm 2: EDS-D enumerates all dominating sets in O (k) time per
solution.
1 Procedure EDS-D (G = (V,E)) // G: an input graph
2 AllChildren(V, V,

"
∅1, . . . , ∅|V |

#
, G);

3 Procedure AllChildren(X,C (X) ,D(X), G = (V,E))
4 Output X;
5 Z,W,D ← ∅, C (X) ,D(X);
6 for v ∈ C (X) do // Y = X \ {v}
7 C (Y )← Cand-D(X, v,W,G);
8 D(Y )← DomList(Y, v,W,C (Y ) , Z,D, G);
9 AllChildren(Y,C (Y ) , D(Y ), G);

10 Z,W ← C (Y ) ,W \ {v};
11 for u ∈ N(v) ∩ V v< do
12 Du ← Du ∪ {v};

13 Procedure Cand-D(X, v, C (X) , G = (V,E)) // Y = X \ {v}
//For each vertex u ∈ C (X), we obtain the set of vertex

N(u) ∩ C (X) and N(u) ∩ V u< ∩X in preprocess.
14 Del1, Del2 ← ∅, ∅;
15 for u ∈ N(v) ∩ C (X) do
16 if u < v then
17 if N(u) ∩ V u< ∩ Y = ∅ ∧N(u) ∩ V <u ∩ Y = ∅ then
18 Del1 ← Del1 ∪ {u};
19 else
20 if N [u] ∩ (X \ C (X)) = ∅ ∧ |N [u] ∩ C (X)| = 2 then
21 Del2 ← Del2 ∪ (N [u] ∩ C (X));

22 return C (X) \ (Del1 ∪Del2 ∪ {v});
23 Procedure DomList(Y, v,W,C (Y ) , Z,D, G = (V,E))
24 Del, Ins←W \ (C (Y ) ∪ Z), Z \ C (Y );
25 for u ∈ Del do
26 for w ∈ N(u) ∩ V u< do Dw ← Dw ∪ {u};
27 for u ∈ Ins do
28 for w ∈ N(u) ∩ V u< do Dw ← Dw \ {u};
29 return D;

in k |C (X)| time. Moreover, |N(v) ∩ V v<| is at most k for each v ∈ V . The
statement holds.

From Lemma 8 and the definition of D, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 9. EDS-D has N(v)∩C (X) and N(v)∩V v<∩X for each v ∈ C (X).

Lemma 10. For any vertex v ∈ C (X), EDS-D computes Del1 (X, v) in O (k |C (X)|)
in one recursion procedure.

Proof. From the parent-child relation, N(v)∩C (X)∩V v< = ∅. Hence,Del1 (X, v) ⊆
N(v)∩C (X). For each w ∈ N(u)∩C (X), EDS-D computes N [w]∩X = {u,w}

7



or not in constant time from Corollary 9 and Dw. From the definition of
Del1 (X, v), Del1 (X, v) can be computed in |N(v) ∩ C (X)|. From the defi-
nition of k-degenerate graph,

$
v∈C(X) |N(v) ∩ C (X)| ≤ k |C (X)|. The state-

ment holds.

Lemma 11. For any vertex v ∈ C (X), EDS-D computes Del2 (X, v) in O (k |C (X)|)
time in one recursion procedure.

Proof. From the parent-child relation, any u ∈ N(v) ∩ (V \X) satisfies v < u.
Since the definition of k-degenerate graph, |Del2 (X, v)| is at most k for each
v ∈ C (X). Moreover, from the definition of Del2 (X, v), if there is a vertex
w ∈ Del2 (X, v), then N [u] ∩X = {w, v} holds. We assume that u /∈ X. From
the definition of D, if Du ̸= ∅, then N [u]∩X = {w, v} does not hold. Otherwise,
N [u] ∩ X ⊆ C (X). Hence, we can check N [u] ∩ X = {w, v} in constant time
since N(u)∩C (X) is sorted by degeneracy ordering. Hence, for each v ∈ C (X),
EDS-D computes Del2 (X, v) in O (k) time. The statement holds.

We consider maintenance of the dominated lists. When the algorithm re-
moves a vertex v in C (X), the dominated lists are maintained. From the def-
inition of parent-child relation, when v is removed from X, X ∩ V v< is not
changed. Moreover, EDS-D makes a dominated list N(v) ∩ (X \ C (X)) ∩ V v<

in Line 12. Hence, the following lemma holds.

Lemma 12. Let v be a vertex picked in Line 6. For each vertex u ∈ V , Du has
N(u)∩ (X \ (C (X)∩V <v)) if u ∈ V \ (C (X)∩V v<) holds. Otherwise, Du has
N(u) ∩ (X \ (C (X) ∩ V v<)) ∩ V <u holds.

Proof. From the definition of D, Du = N(v) ∩ (X \ C (X)). In Line 12, Du

becomes Du ∪ {v}. Moreover, a vertex does not removed from C (X) otherwise
in Line 12. Hence, the statement holds.

From Lemma 12, when the algorithm translates Y , D is equal to D(Y ),
where Y is a child of X since C (Y )∩V <pv(Y ) = C (Y ). Finally, we consider the
total time complexity of EDS-D in one recursion procedure. We define exlusive
or of A and B by A⊕B.

Lemma 13. EDS-D computes all children in O (k |ch(X)|+ k |gch(X)|) time
in each recursion procedure.

Proof. For each v ∈ C (X), the total computation time of finding Del (X, v)
is O (k |C (X)|). We consider the total time of maintenance of D. Let v
be a vertex picked in Line 6 and u be a vertex picked in Line 6 just before
v. Then, Z be a set of vertices C (X \ {v}) ⊕ C (X \ {u}). EDS-D needs
O (k |Z|) time to maintain D. However, the number of children of X \ {v}
is at least |C (X \ {u}) \ C (X \ {v})|. Hence, the number of grand children of
X is at least |C (X) \ C (X \ {w})|, where w is a minimum vertex in C (X).
|C (X \ {w})| is at most |C (X)|. Hence, EDS-D computes all children in
O (k |C (X)|+ k |gch(X)|) time. Therefore, The total time of EDS-D in each re-
cursion procedure is O (k |ch(X)|+ k |gch(X)|) time. The statement holds.

Theorem 14. EDS-D enumerates all dominating sets in O (k) time per solution
in a k-degenerate graph by using O (n+m) space.
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Algorithm 3: EDS-G enumerates all dominating sets in O (1) time per
solution for a graph with girth at least 7.

1 Procedure EDS-G (G = (V,E)) // G: an input graph
2 AllChildren(V, V, {False, . . . ,False} , G);

3 Procedure AllChildren(X,C (X) , F (X), G(X) = (V,E))
4 Output X;
5 W,F,H ← C (X) , F (X), G(X);
6 for v ∈ C (X) do // Y = X \ {v}
7 C (Y ) , F (Y ), G(Y )← Cand-G(v,W,F,H);
8 AllChildren(Y,C (Y ) , F (Y ), G(Y ));
9 for u ∈ NH(v) do

10 if u ∈W then fu ← Ture ;
11 else H ← H \ {u} ;

12 H ← H \ {v};

13 Procedure Cand-G(v,W,F,H = (V,E)))
14 Del1, Del2 ← ∅, ∅;
15 for u ∈ NH(v) do
16 if u ∈W then
17 if NH(u)∩W = {v} then Del1, H ← Del1 ∪ {u} , H \NH [u] ;
18 else if |NH(u) ∩W | = 2 then
19 Del2 ← Del2 ∪ {w} ; // w ∈ (NH(u) ∩W ) \ {v}
20 for x ∈ NH(w) do
21 if x ∈ V \W then H ← H \ {x};

22 if fv = True then H ← H \ {v};
23 return W \ (Del1 ∪Del2), F,H;

Proof. The correctness of EDS-D is shown by Theorem 4. We consider the space
complexity of EDS-D. In each recursive procedure, EDS-D stores D. However,
the size of D is at most m. Hence, the space complexity of EDS-D is O (n+m).

From Lemma 3, EDS-D enumerates all dominating sets. Moreover, each re-
cursive procedure need O (k |ch(X)|+ k |gch(Y )|) time from Lemma 13. We an-
alyze the time complexity of EDS-D. The time complexity of EDS-D isO

%
k
$

X∈S(|ch(X)|+ |gch(X)|)
&
,

where S is the set of solutions. Hence, O
%$

X∈S(|ch(X)|+ |gch(X)|)
&
= O (|S|).

Since each solution in F (G) is counted at most 2. the time complexity of EDS-D
is amortized O (k) time.

3.3 Enumeration for Graphs with Girth at Least 7

We propose an optimum enumeration algorithm EDS-G for a graph with girth
at least 7. EDS-G is based on EDS. the parent-child relation of EDS-G is same
EDS. To achieve constant amortized time enumeration, EDS-G maintains a
graph structure. This graph structure is an induced subgraph of an input graph.
In EDS-G, we use an induced subgraph G(X) = G[(V \N [X \C (X)])∪C (X)].
In this subsedction, N(v) implies NG(X)(v).

From Theorem 4, EDS-G enumerates all dominating sets. We consider the

9
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time complexity of EDS-G. In EDS-G, we maintain an induced subgraph G(X).
The following lemma holds in G(X).

Lemma 15. Let X be a dominating set and v be a vertex in G(X). Then,
|N [v] ∩ C (X)| is at least 2.

Proof. From the definition of G(X), N [v] ∩ (X \ C (X)) = ∅. We prove by
contradiction, We assume that |N [v] ∩ C (X)| is 0 or 1. (I)|N [v] ∩ C (X)| = 0:
Since N [v]∩(X \C (X)) = ∅ from the definition of G(X), it is contradict that X
is a dominating set. (II)|N [v] ∩ C (X)| = 1: Let u be a vertex in N [v] ∩ C (X)
In this case, X \ {u} is not a dominating set since v /∈ N [X \ {u}]. Hence, it is
contradict u ∈ C (X). The statement holds.

Let the set of vertices Z be Del (X, v) ∪N [v].

Lemma 16. In a translation from X to Y = X \ {v}, EDS-G finds the set of
vertices Z in O

%$
u∈Z d(u)

&
time.

Proof. We consider maintenance of the candidate set. From the definition of
Del1 (X, v), for each vertex u ∈ N(v), we can compute satisfying N [u]∩X = u, v
or not in O (d(u)) time. Moreover, from the definition of Del2 (X, v), we

can compute Del2 (X, v) in O
'
|Del2 (X, v)|+

$
u∈N(v) d(u)

(
time by using bfs

search. Hence, we can maintain the candidate set inO
'
|Del (X, v)|+

$
u∈N(v) d(u)

(

time. Moreover, we consider maintenance of the induced subgraph G(X). It
maintains in

$
u∈Del(X,v) d(u) time. The statement holds.

In each translation, EDS-G needs O
%$

u∈Z d(u)
&
time. Next, we analyze

the number of children and grand children of Y . We assume that if there is a
vertex u ∈ C (X) such that NG(u) ∩X = ∅ and N(u) = {v}, then the cost of
touching d(u) is ignored since the sum of costs for touching such vertices is at
most O (C (X)). Hence, we assume that d(u) ≥ 2 for each u ∈ C (X).

Lemma 17. The number of children of Y is O
'$

u∈N [v] d(u)
(
.

Proof. From Lemma 3, the number of children of Y is equal to the size of C (Y ).
Hence, we analyze the size of C (Y ). Let u be a vertex in N(v). Each pair of
N(u) \ {v} and N(u′) \ {v} are disjoint for each u and u′ since G(Y ) has the
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girth at least 7. Moreover, for each vertex w ∈ N(u)\{v} and w′ ∈ N(u′)\{v},
N(w) and N(w′) are disjoint and |N(w) ∩ C (Y )| ≥ 2 from Lemma 15. Hence,
the size of C (Y ) is at least

$
u∈N(v)(d(u) − 1). Moreover, d(u) − 1 ≥ 1 since

d(u) ≥ 2 from the assumption. Hence,
$

u∈N(v)(d(u) − 1) ≥ d(v). Therefore,
2
$

u∈N(v)(d(u)− 1) ≥
$

u∈N [u](d(u)). The statement holds.

Lemma 18. The total number of children and grand children of Y is O
'$

u∈Del2(X,v) d(u)
(
.

Proof. Let u be a vertex in N(v) and w be a vertex N(u) \ {v}. Then, there
is a vertex x ∈ C (Y ) ∩N(w) \ {u} from Lemma 15. Moreover, for each u and
w, x is mutually distinct since the girth of G(X) is at least 7. If x ∈ C (X),
then x ∈ C (Y ). Let x′ be a vertex in N(w) such that x′ /∈ C (Y ) There is a
vertex y ∈ N(x) ∩ C (Y ) \ {x}. Since there is a path (x′, w, y), in other words
dist(x′, y) = 3, there is a grand child Y \ {x, y}. Hence, Y has children and
grand children at least |N(w)|. Moreover, for each w and w′, N(w) and N(w)
are disjoint. The statement holds.

From Lemma 17 and Lemma 18, the following lemma holds.

Lemma 19. The number of children and grand children of Y is at least
$

u∈Z d(u).

From Lemma 16 and Lemma 19, we show the following theorem.

Theorem 20. For an input graph with at least 7, EDS-G enumerates all dom-
inating sets in O (1) time per solution by using O (n+m) space.

Proof. The correctness of EDS-G is shown by Theorem 4. The space complexity
of EDS-G is O (n+m) since the size of G(X) is at most n+m.

From Lemma 16 and Lemma 19, in each translation from X to Y , EDS-G
needs O (|ch(Y )|+ |gch(Y )|+ c) steps. Hence, the time complexity of EDS-G
is O

%$
X∈S(|ch(X)|+ |gch(X)|+ c)

&
. The total number of children and grand

children in each node in T is O (|T |). Since the number of solutions is |T | = |S|,
EDS-G enumerates all solutions amortized O (1) time. The statement holds.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed two enumeration algorithms It solves the dominating
set enumeration problem in O (k) time per solution by using O (n+m) space,
where k is a degeneracy of an input graph G. Moreover, it solves this problem
in constant time per solution if an input graph have girth at least 7.

As a future work, we are interested in an efficient enumeration algorithm of
dominating sets for dense graphs. If a graph is dense, then k is large and G has
many dominating sets. For example, if an input graph is a complete graph, then
k is equal to n− 1 and every subset of a vertex set is a dominating set without
∅. Hence, G has 2|V | − 1 dominating sets. When a graph is dense, the number
of solution is larger than the number of solution in a sparse graph. If an input
graph has many solutions, then we may enumerate all solutions efficiently even
if the time complexity of each recursive procedure is large. Also, k is equal to
∆ when a graph is dense EDS-D is not efficient for dense graphs nevertheless
the number of solution is large. Moreover, if G is small girth, then EDS-G does
not achieve constant amortized time enumeration. Hence, we are interested in
more efficient enumeration algorithm for dense graphs.
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